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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

While implantable microchips are marketed as the ultimate in convenience, the goal of this trend

goes far beyond allowing you to open doors without keys and buy things without your wallet.

The goal is to create what’s known as the Internet of Bodies (IoB), described by the World Economic

Forum (WEF) as an ecosystem of “an unprecedented number of sensors,” including emotional

sensors, “attached to, implanted within, or ingested into human bodies to monitor, analyze and even

modify human bodies and behavior.”

Key words in that sentence that the PR machine skips right over is the stated goal to “modify

human bodies and behavior.” And who will be in charge of those modiNcations? They don’t say, but

we can safely assume that it will be those who have something to gain from the modiNcation of

your actions and behaviors.

Sweden Paves the Way for Microchipping

As noted in the featured NBC News segment, Sweden is one of the earliest adopters of implantable

microchips. The chip, about the size of a grain of rice, is implanted just beneath the skin on the

hand, and operates using either near-Neld communication (NFC) — the same technology used in

smartphones — or radio-frequency identiNcation (RFID), which is used in contactless credit cards.

Already, Sweden has become more or less a cashless society. Now, this tiny implant will replace the

need for debit and credit cards all together, as well as identiNcation and keys. To pay for an item, all

you have to do is place your left hand near the contactless card reader, and the payment is

registered.

An estimated 5,000 to 10,000 Swedes have been chipped so far, although Swedish authorities claim

they don’t know the exact number, as there’s no central registry.

At present, it’s claimed that the chips cannot be tracked, but that doesn’t mean they’ll remain

untrackable in the future. And, while these early microchips contain only limited amounts of

information, we know the WEF dreams of implementing a global digital identiNcation system that

would include everything imaginable about you, from your online search history and medical

information to your personal banking data, social credit score and more.

Humans Are Becoming Hackable

As noted by Nnancial technology expert Theodora Lau, implanted payment chips are "an extension

of the internet of things;” they’re a way of connecting and exchanging data, and the beneNts must

be weighed against the potential risks.

This is particularly true if and when more personal information begins to be migrated into them,

leaving you vulnerable to hackers and surveillance. She told BBC News:

"How much are we willing to pay, for the sake of convenience? Where do we draw the line

when it comes to privacy and security? Who will be protecting the critical infrastructure,

and the humans that are part of it?"

A PBS NewsHour segment from 2019  also reviews some of the concerns surrounding implantable

microchips (see video above). Importantly, just about any smartphone can read the chip with the

proper scanner installed, and “anybody would be able to hack it,” according to Dr. Geoff Watson, a

consultant anesthetist  who has teamed up with the chip’s inventor “to ensure the implant

procedure is carried out to a medical standard.”

While many say they have no privacy fears around the current microchips, it’s reasonable to suspect

that privacy concerns will rise in tandem with the amount of personal information held on the chips,

and with the number of people who have the implants.

Credit card theft was rare in the beginning and typically involved physical loss of the card. Today,

you can’t seem to keep a credit card for more than a handful of years before it’s somehow stolen

even though the card is still in your possession.

Identity theft is also rampant, and getting worse by the day, as millions of illegals in need of new

identities aood across the southern border of the United States.

As noted by the Center for Immigration Studies, illegal immigrants are not “undocumented,” as

most will obtain fraudulent documents through identity theft.  In other words, they’re stealing the

legal identities of Americans. In 2020, the total cost for identity theft and identity fraud was $56

billion — the highest in recorded history — and affected 39 million Americans.

There’s no reason to believe theft and fraud won’t happen as microchipping becomes more

commonplace. And that risk is in addition to the risks involved with government spying on and

controlling both your behavior and spending once the microchips are connected to your personal

Nnances and programmable digital currencies.

In a November 2019 interview with CNN,  history professor and adviser to WEF founder Klaus

Schwab, Yuval Noah Harari, warned that “humans are now hackable animals,” meaning, the

technology exists by which a company or government can know you better than you know yourself,

and that can be very dangerous if misused.

He predicted that algorithms will increasingly be used to make decisions that historically have been

made by humans, either yourself or someone else, including whether or not you’ll be hired for a

particular job, whether you’ll be granted a loan, what scholastic curriculum you will follow and even

who you will marry.

The Plan to Control the ‘Useless Masses’

In another interview, Harari discussed what Schwab refers to as The Fourth Industrial Revolution

(read: transhumanism), noting that we’re now learning to “produce bodies and minds” (meaning

augmented bodies, and cloud and artiNcial intelligence-connected minds) and that one of the

greatest challenges we face will be what to do with all the people that have become obsolete in the

process.

How will unaugmented people Nnd meaning in life when they’re basically “useless, meaningless”?

How will they spend their time when there’s no work, no opportunity to move up in some kind of

profession? His guess is that the answer will be “a combination of drugs and computer games.” I’ll

let you decide if that’s a vision of utopia or hell on earth.

Nothing Will Be Private — Not Even Your Bodily Functions

The WEF’s plan for the IoB even includes biosensors that measure and monitor your biological

functioning and emotional states. Already, the U.S. Pentagon and Profusa Inc. have collaborated on

the development of a tiny implantable biosensor that detects disease by tracking chemical

reactions inside your body.

For example, it would be able to determine whether you’ve been infected with a virus like SARS-

CoV-2 or inauenza long before any symptoms emerge. As explained by Defense One, the biosensor

consists of two parts:

“One is a 3mm string of hydrogel, a material whose network of polymer chains is used in

some contact lenses and other implants. Inserted under the skin with a syringe, the string

includes a specially engineered molecule that sends a Buorescent signal outside of the

body when the body begins to Cght an infection.

The other part is an electronic component attached to the skin. It sends light through the

skin, detects the Buorescent signal and generates another signal that the wearer can send

to a doctor, website, etc. It’s like a blood lab on the skin that can pick up the body’s

response to illness before the presence of other symptoms, like coughing.”

Now, the sensor allows a person's biology to be examined at a distance via smartphone

connectivity, and Profusa is backed by Google, the largest data mining company in the world.

Knowing that, it’s hard to imagine that your biological data won’t be used to boost Google’s proNts

and increase government control. While Profusa was expecting to receive approval from the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration in 2021, it doesn’t appear to have been approved yet.

Other Monitoring and Tracking Devices in the Pipeline

Another invention that stands poised to track your health is biocompatible near-infrared quantum

dot microneedle arrays. As explained in a 2019 Science Translational Medicine article,  this novel

vaccine delivery system is able to “deliver patterns of near-infrared light-emitting microparticles to

the skin” that can then be “imaged using modiNed smartphones.” In short, it would serve as an

invisible tattoo of your vaccination record.

Bill Gates has also funded the development of a birth control microchip that can be turned on and

off by remote control. The National Post writes:

“The birth control microchip ... would hold nearly two decades worth of a hormone

commonly used in contraceptives and dispense 30 micrograms a day ... The Bill and

Melinda Gates foundation has given more than $4.5 million to MicroCHIPS, Inc., to ‘develop

personal system that enables women to regulate their fertility’ ...”

In November 2019, Daré Bioscience, a San Diego-based biopharma company, announced  it had

reached an agreement to acquire MicroCHIPS Biotech and would be adding the birth control

microchip to its portfolio. Interestingly, back in 2014, MicroCHIPS appeared conNdent it would be

able to get the product to market in 2018, but as of 2022, it’s still in development.

Programmable Digital Currencies Are Next

Countries around the world are now working on a system for a central bank digital currency (CBDC),

a Nat currency in digital form that is programmable so that you can only spend your money on

certain things or in speciNc places, as desired by the issuer.

In the video above, WhatsHerFace comments on Canada’s 2021 announcement of its plan for a

CBDC that will be universally accessible, even if you don’t have a bank account or a cell phone.

What kind of device might fulNll that? An implanted microchip, of course, that has your digital

identity and digital wallet on it.

“ If you’re protesting against what they’re doing,
they’ll turn off your chip and you have nothing ...
It’s total control of the people. ~ Aaron Russo,
2007”

In 2007, American business man and Nlm producer Aaron Russo told “Infowars” that the goal of the

New World Order was to create “a one world government, where everybody has an RFID chip

implanted in them, and all money is to be in those chips.”

“There will be no more cash, and this [information] was given to me straight from

Rockefeller himself,” Russo said. “So, they can take out any money they want, any time they

want. They say, ‘You owe us this much in taxes,’ and they just take it out of your chip. Total

control. And ... if you’re protesting against what they’re doing, they’ll turn off your chip and

you have nothing ... It’s total control of the people.”

Fast-forward to April 2022, and Canada is now permanently enshrining its government-imposed

sanctions against protesters in its new budget.  As you may recall, the Canadian government shut

down the bank accounts of participants in the trucker protest against vaccine mandates, and even

those who donated as little as $25 to the protest.

Crowdfunding platforms will now be more tightly regulated, and the government is also launching a

legislative review of cryptocurrencies. Just imagine the control the Canadian government would

have had with a programmable CBDC. They could have prevented the donations from occurring at

all, and shut down the account of anyone who even tried to give a few dollars to the freedom

movement.

A Carefully Crafted Plan for World Domination

All of this is happening at the same time that the World Health Organization, another deep state

technocrat stronghold, is building a global vaccine passport system.  Once CBDCs and a global

vaccine passport system are up and running, it won’t be long before they’re combined into one —

likely in the form of an implantable microchip.

We can predict this because they’ve told us that this is the plan. Just look through the WEF’s

website descriptions of The Great Reset  and Fourth Industrial Revolution.

Read the Rockefeller Foundation’s April 2020 white paper,  “National COVID-19 Testing Action Plan

— Strategic Steps to Reopen Our Workplaces and Our Communities,” which spells out the direction

of social control through the implementation of permanent COVID-19 tracking and tracing

measures.

Look into the ID2020 Alliance,  a public-private partnership founded by Bill Gates’ GAVI, The

Vaccine Alliance, The Rockefeller Foundation, Microsoft, Accenture and Ideo.org.  Members in the

alliance include the Learning Economy Foundation,  founded by the United Nations in 2018,

Facebook, Mastercard, ShareRing, Simprints and others.

ID2020 began as a digital identity program for Bangladesh, and has since expanded to include “the

implementation of digital technologies which tie with the [Learning Economy] Foundation’s vision of

a world in which learners can map their educational progress to achieve their academic,

employment, and life goals.”

In the end, everything will be connected to a single implantable device. Right now, it’s a tossup as to

whether a vaccine passport or a digital identity platform will be the foundation for what’s to come,

but what is certain is that whatever it’s called, it will include your digital identity, vaccination status

and other health data, and programmable CBDCs.

Your digital identity, in turn, will include everything else that can be known about you through

surveillance via implanted biosensors, your computer, smartphone, GPS, social media, online

searches, purchases and spending habits. Imagine having an AI listening, watching and scoring

every move you make and every heartbeat, and algorithms deciding what you can and cannot do

based on your behavior, expression, social contacts and personal views.

Add to that technologies that can modify your behavior and emotional state with or without your

knowledge, which is what the WEF’s 2020 brieNng document on the IoB describes.  It may sound

like science Nction, but this is what they intend to do. Every new technology, every new surveillance

opportunity they bring forward is to further this aim.

For decades, we’ve embraced technologies with our mind set on convenience and/or safety. That’s

always how they rope us in. But we will lose everything worth living for if we continue down this

path without foolproof privacy safeguards and personal autonomy rights in place.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,116 ratings

ORDER NOW
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So we will be reading about how the thieves are stealing chips from the upper class. Like we now have the "follow home" robberies as the

wealthy return home after an expensive dinner or an expensive shopping trip. I guess the "microneedle arrays" would be a better choice. I

continue to push for the NWO and this chip control not happening. At the age of 80 I can get out on the street and protest.  How about 6

billion joining me as we protest. And now we have WWlll. What's next?

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/04/gary-d-barnett/yes-i-am-a-conspiracy-reali..
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Thanks Otis, for your Nghting spirit. People wake up before it is too late. RESIST: expose WEF, get organized, vote different. Otis

thanks for your easy to read article. They talk about Agenda 2030. NEW: Canada has already adopted major WEF goals and

initiatives, a newly shared document indicates the country is embracing WEF objectives.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/documents-conNrm-canadas-plan-to-use-covid-..  The document indicates that COVID recovery was

considered not just an end in itself, but a means toward the WEF’s long-held aims of a more equitable and sustainable world. As

one example of Canada’s adoption of WEF principles, the document states that “Canada views the 2030 Agenda as a

comprehensive framework for responding to and recovering from the COVID-19 pandemic.

So they use Covid to push Agenda 2030, which is the WEF/ United Nations’s (UN) “sustainable development” plan, which involves

17 Sustainable Developments Goals and 169 sub-targets for UN member states by 2030. These goals include, for example,

ensuring “sustainable consumption and production patterns,” taking “urgent action to combat climate change,” and reducing

inequality among countries. They take wealth from rich countries to give to poor countries using the fake climate change as a

reason, which is the 50 year old deep state/WEF plan to control the world.

Cold records have been broken this April, a new little ice-age is coming.

electroverse.net/antarctica-nears-low-temp-record-easter-felt-like-win..  Also the WEF will use the new WHO pandemic treaty.

Christina Anderson is a German member in the EU parliament. She warns: The treaty changes aim to give the WHO (WEF)

governing power over its member states in the event of a pandemic, without involvement or consultation with national

governments or national parliaments.  t.me/.../584  SO WAKE UP!
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Hi Otis and Pete, This is just for you and everyone, just Nnished listening a second time: the new world order may not be quite as

planned: "Reiner Fullmick and Martin Armstrong - Session 100 - Last Stop: Justice" - www.bitchute.com/.../WRuyEAFyXvcP  -

Martin had developed economic software in the past, can "see" the future...more or less.
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Thanks rrealrose for the link. I read Martin Armstrong articles in Dutch, based on his site, like his assumption the WEF will fail, like

www.armstrongeconomics.com/armstrongeconomics101/understanding-cycles/..  and

www.armstrongeconomics.com/future-forecasts/4th-industrial-revolution-..  Your video I see only 30 minutes, as I do not have

time to see all. He is right about all what he said in those 30 minutes, about Edmond Safra killed and Yeltsin however he doesn't go

deep enough into the background. Russian 1917 revolution was Jewish organised and Nnanced. Leon Trotsky was head of the red

army, but he was outsmart by Stalin.

Those crises Armstrong predicted with his economic A.I. software may see a crises coming, but those crises where organised by

the deep state and George Soros. That why the CIA wanted his company. It was manipulation by Soros breaking Thailand and

Malaysia's currencies and economies. Soros tried the same with the Euro, but failed because China started to support the euro in a

big way. So as you say he can "see" the future more or less. Like with the Euro it failed because of China. And Armstrong only see

economic side, but Agenda 2030 is already in-bedded in legislation, as is the WHO treaty. The WEF inNltrated the EU to come with

digital health pasports just like the WHO & WEF want, so in the next pandemic they will have total control, as they have partly now,

blocking you on twitter, facebook, youtube, paypall.

Look what happen in Canada. The lock-downs. Is Armstrong blind? We are already hacked, by media, as with Iraq, Covid, and now

Ukraine. It is 100% sure that the Azov militia attacked the hospital, blaming Putin. Jacques Baud, a retired Colonel in Swiss

Intelligence who served in Ukraine in NATO training operations, is an impartial source

www.sott.net/article/466340-Retired-Swiss-Military-Intelligence-Ovce..
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YES, ALL ON THE SAME FRONT, ALL IN THE SAME BATTLE FOR FREEDOM. The human mind in all its dimensions must be the

basis that governs against a totalitarianism that wants to rule humanity. People must make critical and responsible decisions in

the face of a reality of loss of freedoms and rights. It is in us that the stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people

into false beliefs and direct them along the path of false promises and the loss of true health, are Nltered through critical thinking,

which promotes encounter with the truth, self-esteem, true personal integration.

Spiritual strength is the reserve of courage that each one has within their heart and must be exercised, because it helps us to move

forward; especially in adversity. According to Klaus Schwab, founder and CEO of the World Economic Forum (WEF), the goal of The

Fourth Industrial Revolution is to change what it means to be human by merging man and machine. Human beings are now

"hackable" in the sense that there is now a technology by which a company or a government can know you better than you know

yourself, and that can be very dangerous if used incorrectly.

. Professor Yuval Noah Harari predicts that algorithms will increasingly be used to make decisions that have historically been

made by humans, whether it be yourself or someone else, including whether or not you will be hired for a particular job, whether

you will be given a loan. , what school curriculum you will follow and even who you will marry.

www.globalresearch.ca/what-you-need-know-about-transhumanist-agenda/57..  (03/16/2022)
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"EAT THE ICE CREAM": NO, DEAR TRANSHUMANIST SWINDLERS, I'LL PASS By TESSA LENA. Transhumanist visionaries do not

deserve our fear. And here we have this creepy BBC bit where a kid tells her parents that she is “transhumanist,” and so she wants

to get rid of her body and be data. Live forever as data. (A trick that the proverbial vampires have long invented for the gullible;

there is no “life” in the cloud, and the so called “immortality” (poor man’s immortality) through the notion of a digital twin is a

murderous swindle, nothing else. Really, nothing else.)
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Human Microchip Implants and the Internet of Bodies
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Implantable microchips are marketed as the ultimate in convenience, but the goal is to create the Internet of Bodies (IoB), described by the

World Economic Forum (WEF) as an ecosystem of “an unprecedented number of sensors,” including emotional sensors, “attached to,

implanted within, or ingested into human bodies to monitor, analyze and even modify human bodies and behavior”

)

Sweden is one of the earliest adopters of implantable microchips. The chip is implanted just beneath the skin on the hand, and operates

using either near-Neld communication (NFC) — the same technology used in smartphones — or radio-frequency identiNcation (RFID), which

is used in contactless credit cards

)

Implanted payment chips are an extension of the internet of things; they’re a way of connecting and exchanging data, and the beneNts must

be weighed against the potential risks

)

Countries around the world are now working on a system for a central bank digital currency (CBDC), a Nat currency in digital form that is

programmable so that you can only spend your money on certain things or in speciNc places, as desired by the issuer

)

In the end, everything will be connected to a single implantable device that will hold your digital identity, health data and programmable

CBDCs. Your digital identity, in turn, will include everything that can be known about you through surveillance via implanted biosensors, your

computer, smartphone, GPS, social media, online searches, purchases and spending habits. Algorithms will then decide what you can and

cannot do based on who you are

)
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murderous swindle, nothing else. Really, nothing else.)

tessa.substack.com/p/eat-the-icecream?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA1NDUxOS..  (03/18(2022)
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm 73 Otis and I'll join you. This is BIBLICAL as well as foolish and utterly evil and insane. And yes the big shots will get their hand

cut off so a perp can get the chip out. They won't be easy - chain saw or hack saw. And I won't shed a tear.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to all. WEF graduates of the Young Global Leaders, Klaus Schwab school. Here is a complete list of all that have went to

this school. The list is in alphabetical order by year of attendance. Locate the ones in your governments and go after them. What

did they learn, do they support one world government, DO THEY SUPPORT A CHIP IN EVERYONE, and what was the main idea of

the school and how those would be implemented. The list is amazing in its reach around the world, the royalty, the CEOs, the

people in high echelon positions. Where are the truck drivers, the factory workers, and the Dr Mercola thinkers? We all know better.

plebeianresistance.substack.com/p/all-the-young-global-leaders-from?s=..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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Also at the above link to the Young Global Leaders download the PDF Nle for the latest updated list and it is in an easier to read

format.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete, am certain you are up to the challenge! the Corona Committee is mostly German or English, not Dutch. Had to wait several

days to Nnd this one interview isolated from their 6-hour session last Friday. 1 hour is hardly enough time to cover most of the past

100 years than go into depth in any one country, although clearly Martin has read about downfall of empires: Byzantine, Greek,

Roman, and thereafter. His views of the future and the importance of trade to have lasting peace is outlined towards the end (if you

have time.) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Hi Otis, prefer when big picture is presented, even if not accurate.

Easier to notice pieces falling out of "their plans". Others are noticing in likely and unlikely places. Good idea if everyone keeps

eyes out for more "fallout" (no, not referring to geo-engineering). Reiner seems to think the US has far more people aware of the

monetary system fails and subsequent political failures than in other parts of the world. Suppose this is good news?
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, thanks for the links. Canada is moving ahead on agenda 2030 and your link is a reminder as to what it entails. Your link on

the cold temps and coming little ice age have been my talk to my over the top climate change enthusiasts. I have been following

the "grand solar minimum" and how it will bring on global cooling without the phony political climate change now in vogue. As far

as the WHO taking over the path and direction of the worlds health via treaties I say it will not happen. If it does we all know

treaties, like laws, are made to be broken.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, thanks for the excellent link to Martin Armstrong, economist, being interviewed by Reiner Fuelmich. He presents a

worldview like capital rushing around the world, politicians are never going to tell the truth about anything, and a war is needed for

economic reasons. Armstrong has a grasp of the world and its history that we all need. It is a lengthy interview at one hour & 33

minutes and I, like Pete, have not Nnished. I am half way. Thanks again.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At 81, i Ngure they can't do much to me so i am brave enough to say i will join you! WWIII or the second coming, either way the

earth as we know it will end and a new one wil come into being.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We now have MSM talking about "freedom to choose". Even the Morning Joe couple are changing their tune as is the Wall Street

Journal. Check out this clip that Steve Bannon plays of Mika Brzezinski on Morning Joe. Next stop is for them to begin repeating

how covid is all politics and to end the vaccines, end the WEF, end the NWO, end the thought of a CHIP IN EVERYONE.

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/04/naomi-wolf-pNzer-trials-clinical-tri..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, as you say and Tessa says that is one of the creepiest commercials I/you/we have ever seen. What kind of a mind or maybe

mindless person comes up with this approach to advertising. And advertising a food that is not healthy, full of sugar, and a

shortener of life.  I suppose if we are the so-called transhumanist it doesn't matter what we think or consume. We all need to be

singing "those were the days my friend, we thought they would never end".  And lets all Nght with everything we have to stop this

surreal movement of transhumanism and get back some of the good old days.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM
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RedRaven, will be looking for you on the front lines. Anything we all do will help the movement and bury the word "mandate". I was

not thinking of a chain saw or hack saw to steal ones chip. Maybe big pharma can come up with and patent an everyday easy to

use tool for the removal of a chip.  -----------@Dordee you are welcomed in our movement. I have heard some concerns for my

safety. I have lived a long full life with many highs and a few serious lows. But here I am doing the best I can and continuing to live

in the moment.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose so I Nnished watching the interview of Martin Armstrong by Reiner Fullmich. I highly recommend everyone watch this in

its entirety. Here are some of my take-a-ways. By 2032 China becomes the Nnancial capital, U.S. may be regional, north vs south,

people running the world are not the smartest, due to inbreeding?, world trade creates world peace, neo-cons and their stupidity

pushing WWlll, c-virus intentional to cover economic blunders, nobody except us to save us, 20% in Germany & 40% in U.S. still

know how to think, and overall the interview was eye opening and encouraging. I plan on also watching Reiner interview Joel

Skousen. But need to devote some homework time to a class I am now taking on "critical thinking & conspiracy theories".
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Otis, its late am just Nnishing up reading links. This view was not what we were taught in history class, stands out from your Nrst

post: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ “The reason it is divcult is that we have been conditioned to laugh at conspiracy theories, and few

people will risk public ridicule by advocating them. On the other hand, to endorse the accidental view is absurd. Almost all of

history is an unbroken trail of one conspiracy after another. Conspiracies are the norm, not the exception.” ~ G. Edward Grivn,

(1995) “The Creature from Jekyll Island: A Second Look at the Federal Reserve.”
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The answer is to keep it VERY simple; just say NO! Nothing else; just say, and if necessary, keep on saying . . . NO!
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Eryss1
Joined On 1/22/2022 5:24:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. To keep it very simple, let s give up internet, cell phones, social platforms. At least for a day. Or two. That will be a No. If

such an easy thing is imposibile, No is not a real No. It seams that these things are more important than life for most of the people.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, ChrisColes, that must be the answer, No to gene therapy, implantable passports, microchips, transhumanism and the Great

Reset. DEATH SHOT: 1000% INCREASE IN VACCINE DEATHS AND INJURIES AMONG CHILDREN POST-COVID VACCINATION

winepressnews.com/2022/04/18/death-shot-1000-increase-in-vaccine-death..  (18/04/2022)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also, keep your life very simple so you will not need much. Stay out of debt, too.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As has been said before even Captain Kirk could turn off his tracker when exploring Alien Women where no man has gone before.

Sheesh. How - convenient - for Parasitic Predator$. It has already gone too far, too deep. Who hasn't either gone through the hassle of

being hacked, or their computer corrupted for any reason or no reason at all? If this goes as far as they want their designs to go, those

left will be like the poor donkey dragged down deep into the mines. To be fed the minimum of sawdust, grain and water to meet the

production goals until death.

You will no longer be you, you will not exist, only an outer physical shell waiting for commands to be met that day. If you want to know

where this is all heading listen to the wails and moans of the poor souls in Shanghai locked away in their cubicles because out of a

population of millions, three Nnally died of Covid. The sooner as many who can move away from digital transactions, the digital in general

the better. Yes, for those already there can tell you, it is extremely hard if not impossible to be 100% free now.

Even if we personally don't use much digital, many places we are stuck dealing with do. If parallel structures aren't created by us, Locally,

it most likely the whole of humanity will be trapped behind the closed walls. If you think Dem's or GOP will solve your problems, then you

don't understand the Dem's, the GOP or your problems. They are owned by the 1% and our problems are being created by those who own

those Gov't entity's.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@juststeve, You said, "As has been said before even Captain Kirk could turn off his tracker when exploring Alien Women where no

man has gone before." LOL ! Brilliant !
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GAB.com has alternatives in place.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, “You will no longer be you, you will not exist, only an outer physical shell waiting for commands to be met that day”. The

ambitious, the corrupt love transhumanism because it represents power and money. Transgenics, 5G, “vaccines” contaminated

with graphene oxide and PEG, etc., are part of this story to steal the human soul to go on to worship transhumanism and ultimately

dispose of their biological body with a bioweapon injection and a chip that will drive him from the power to control his will... The

reality is that menticide is on the path of transhumanism. We need to build better, full of "freedom, love and light", This must be the

path of priorities, both professionally, personally, and of effort and solidarity with others.

And that can cover countless aspects, from caring for the environment, professional development from a human potential, the

sustainable technological boom, education among the smallest, the future of humanity, gender and race equality, correcting

inequalities and Nght against hunger, protect our freedoms, in short, the most basic and fundamental of human and planet respect.

As Dr. Mercola reports, the process of surveillance has been accelerated by the COVID pandemic and, in the last two years, the

global cabal has succeeded in inauencing behavior, primarily through fear and narrative creation.

Most of the surveillance you are allowing into your life as you give up your privacy and accept surveillance in exchange for

comfort. The CHD video features transhumanist Yuval Noah Harari, one of the top advisers to Klaus Schwab, owner and chairman

of the World Economic Forum (WEF). It's important to note that Schwab, WEF, and Harari openly discuss transhumanism as part of

The Great Reset, with Harari admitting that the data could allow human elites to do more than "build digital dictatorships."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/Nght-transhumanism-protect-privac..  (04/108/2022)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A transhumanism without limits is being reached by the work and grace of the Great Reset. A digestive doctor with a Ph.D. in

molecular biology recently conducted an experiment that found that those "vaccinated" against covid are now transmitting signals

from inside their bodies. Using various Bluetooth applications, Dr. Luis Miguel de Benito identiNed the MAC addresses emanating

from the bodies of the people who received the punctures, suggesting that they now contain hidden microchips or transmitters

that could be linked to a "Mark of the Beast". " futuristic. Consider that on January 10, 2016, World Economic Forum (WEF) founder

Klaus Schwab told the world that within the next 10 years, “we will Nrst wear them on our clothes and then we could imagine that

we will implant them in our brain or in our skin”, referring to implantable microchips.

Schwab infamously warned that these microchips would coincide with his planned "Great Reset," which he also promised would be

achieved through the Covid-19 pandemic. Schwab actually referred to Covid-19 as "a rare but narrow window of opportunity to

rethink, reinvent and reset our world," admitting that their main goal is to transition the world to a new order, or could say they want

to.

everyone trans. "Dr. Benito's Nndings from his experiment conducted in the summer of 2021 could suggest that Schwab's plans for

this merger have already come to fruition through COVID gene therapy injections, which Benito says appear to install a MAC

address within the people who have taken the jab,” reported Patricia Harrity of the Daily Exposé.

dailyexpose.uk/2022/01/29/doctor-detects-mac-addresses-in-covid-vaccin..  (2022)
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Buy locally from those not using digital, go back to bartering.
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ayn8188
Joined On 4/1/2014 2:07:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone else feel like they're living in the book of Revelation?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes and people will be more than willing to take the mark of the beast
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That’s because you are 

😁

 You’re blessed for even being able to see that!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN!!! I am ready and looking forward to the second coming!
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The powers that be has always wanted to control us and what this article sounds like is nothing short of the " mark of the beast" talked

about in the book of Revelations in the Bible. It's all about monitoring us and controlling us. Sounds a whole lot like the path the radical

leftist want to take us. I pray that it never happens.
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is progression. The "Mark of the beast" which you speak of began with the Nrst chipped credit card. Or, some say with account

numbers. Who knows, but the monster rises. . . .
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Galeforce
Joined On 12/29/2012 9:03:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe that the 1% regard us, the 99%, merely as resources to be used for their purposes only. They don't like us or feel any compassion

towards us. They see us as inferior to them. We are simply resources undeserving of freedoms or any kind of rights, just like animals

used for food or other purposes.  They want every aspect of our lives will be controlled from birth to death by technology that they control

that monitors everything we do, everywhere we go, how hard we're working, what we're saying, and how we feel physically & emotionally.

We will have no privacy, no free will, and no ability to resist. The technology will punish us immediately if we misbehave, and execute us if

we persist. We will be rated according to our usefulness and value to our 'owners', and punished or rewarded accordingly. We will be

slaves, nothing more.  It is the ultimate fate of the human race unless those 1% are neutralised. But as long as most of the 99% remain

distracted, confused, deluded, ignorant or incapable of understanding where we are heading then the human race if doomed.
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jolana
Joined On 1/8/2011 9:49:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The British upper class calls the common people "cattle". Wonder what our 1% of 1% calls us. Sheep ? Well there are many of us

who are not sheep, or cattle, and we have souls, which they don't seem to have, and are envious of. That is likely why they are

talking about manufacturing a soul.Good luck with it, wonder soulless beings would know what a soul is.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The protests have changed in support of Ukraine, I do feel for the people suffering that useless war. So the protests about Vaccine

madness is dying just like peoples immune systems. In a couple of hundred years the human race we have now will be

unrecognisable. Its heading to a neutral gender where there won't be much difference between male and female if all this is

allowed to come to pass. Not that we will be around then, but its now that its got to be halted - but how when the majority are

following the rules of the greedy evil moneyed ones.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I understand they more commonly refer to us as “Useless Eaters”, which perfectly shows their complete disdain and lack of

compassion, and also what they feel to be our greatest vulnerability….food.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Weehan, useless eaters, the great unwashed, cattle, reckless breeders, the disposables, just to name a few.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Jolana", "The British upper class calls the common people "cattle". Wonder what our 1% of 1% calls us. Sheep ?" Steerage???
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Galeforce, If by "the 1%" you are referring strictly to those who operate the government and their civilian cronies--all of whom

support Statism, you make a valid point. I am certain that the aim of mask mandates and "vaccine" mandates is to condition

people to regard themselves as non-persons, rightless beings who are the property--slaves--of "The Great God State", as the

Austrian School economist Ludwig von Mises called it. It disgusts me that most people have consented to this treatment of them

over the past two years ! Indubitably, they will consent to submit, like slaves and stockyard animals, to being chipped.

I aver that every single person who chooses to "work" for the government in any position, at any level of government (local, state,

federal), is a sociopath or psychopath, with the worst of them occupying government's highest positions (judge, mayor, governor,

senator, member of congress, POTUS). They only differ in their degree of pathology. When one considers the fact that every single

government employee's total compensation package is funded by tax-theft--legalized theft, but theft nonetheless, an indisputable

violation of private property rights, which rights make possible the physical implementation of our other legitimate individual

rights--one realizes that it takes being sociopath or a psychopath to regard theft as a legitimate means to any desired end, and,

therefore, to perceive those whom one robs as rightless beings--as one's slaves.

No human being has any legitimate right to rule or own others.

Mussolini, Hussein, GhadaN, the Ceausescus, and many other tyrants learned that fact from civilians who Nnally said, "Enough ! We

withdraw our consent to your tyranny !", and served them the death they deserved. All who take their legitimate individual rights

seriously, must withdraw their consent to be tyrannized and be ready to serve death, in rightful self-defense, to the Statists among

them, be those Statists civilians or government operators.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The 1% of psychopaths who want to turn people into dolls that dance at will on the way to the Great Reset. One more example of

fascism: the 25 richest people in the US paid a real tax rate of only 3.4% Analysis released today to mark Tax Day in the US shows

that the country's 735 billionaires have seen their collective wealth grow by 62% in the last two years, while workers' earnings are

taking a hit with food costs. , housing and other needs.

“The explosion of multi-billion dollar wealth in this country comes at a time when historic inaation is hitting working families,

compounded by the expiration of critical social safety nets put in place at the start of the pandemic,” said Gina Cummings, Vice

President alliances and advocacy policies at Oxfam America. Oxfam America plans to join activists from Americans for Tax

Fairness , MoveOn and Daily Kos to deliver petition signatures from more than 500,000 American taxpayers who express

opposition to the glaring inequities in the country's tax system.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/stain-democracy-25-richest-people-..  (04/18/2022)
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Under the guise of convenience... This is being sold as something for our own good and "the good of all". It denies the rights of the

individual in favor of herd management. Those who would gain power want to perform and experiment on my body "for the good of

all". What would the reaction be if I suggested that an experiment should be performed on their bodies instead--they should all be

castrated "for the good of all"? You see, this street does not run in both directions...
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carsos42
Joined On 12/15/2009 11:21:55 AM
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This situation is deja vu for those who have read Ira Levin's book, This Perfect Day. And he wrote it in 1970. I highly recommend

you obtain and read this book as soon as possible.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In other words, we will be living in cencentration camps!
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Deppig
Joined On 10/7/2015 3:57:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After being called a science- denier, anti vaxx and whatever else is in fashionable these days ... I see myself labeled an anti-chipper in the

near future .. it's getting repetitive and scary at the same time. The same arguments and manipulation techniques over and over again,

just the details are different. I am amazed, looking back, that I had never seen the same techniques used throughout history. Over and

over. Time to wake up people!!!!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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Chip Hesitancy
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be a good citizen, variant, anti vaxxer, vaccine hesitant, we are all in this together, report your neighbor etc. Nothing but commie

propaganda. Fauci and Gates have always said the CCP is the perfect model
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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Stand your ground.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"At present, it’s claimed that the chips cannot be tracked". Yeah, right! ...and Google isn't spying on you! --------- Finally; we're getting down

to the bare truth! I've seen all of this coming for over a decade and now it's right in our faces. I can guarantee that the majority in this

society, are still oblivious! This is all coming at us faster than you can imagine. Time is getting very, very short. I had a dream last night,

that the 'forces' were tracking down everyone who didn't fall for the covid scam and forcibly injecting them. A premonition?
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with you, it's already to perversely pervasive & been under the radar, just not obvious. We were warned years ago All phone

conversations were tracked and recorded, but the promise was they wouldn't be listened to unless you were a bad boy or girl. We

were warned years ago about Tech sticking their business into our business. We already have cops in school training kids not to

notice enforcers. These just a few things we are dimly aware off, you don't have to be Einstein to realize it's already worse than we

would want to begin to think about.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah sure, Promises, broken promises! They started with tagging cattle, moved on to our pets (so lost pets could be returned) - all

the while promising these were not intended for humans. How about gmo crops would only be fed to cafo cattle (real) whereas

now being fed to infants in their formulas. All a pack of lies.
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast Right, and because they can't be tracked today doesn't mean they can't track you tomorrow. As I said above, when Hitler

was an infant, he was harmless. This is in its infancy now, imagine what it's leading to. The *only* answer is NO.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything you say is true. And this is the MARK of the BEAST. I have been in Information Security in both the public and private

sectors for forty years. .... And people think the "internet" and their "phones" are safe and can be trusted... - excuse me while I

laugh! (Hahahahahahah) And note how these big shot perps always use crap like its "convenient!" and its for society.... (choke) God

Bless
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imagicman
Joined On 12/30/2021 9:58:19 AM
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randy, like you i saw most of this long ago when homobama unconstitutionally got into the wh, only i thought it would happen

under his regime.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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Thanks to all for the replies. I can't answer all of them. I just returned from a three hour bike ride and it was mostly uphill and windy

all the way back. I need a rest. I will leave you with this thought: I've stated from the very beginning of this COVIDIOCY that it would

never go away. Now, into the third year, the media is conNrming it - in their own sneaky way. They have "come to the conclusion"

that we will never beat this (whatever 'this' is) and we will never reach immunity; so...it will be "vaccines", testing, tracing, tracking,

surveillance, testing the waste water, etc. - for the rest of our lives! Cue - World Health Organization, taking control of global

healthcare!
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jolana
Joined On 1/8/2011 9:49:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will be interesting. Have they thought about people suddenly being interested in stealing those implanted chips ? Even the creators of

this scheme might be a subject to having their hands and such cut off in order to use them to open their home and steal their car. What a

dumb idea.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@jolana, That's not far-fetched. Recently, a thief murdered someone then cut off one of his victim's thumbs so that he could use

the thumbprint to open the victim's i-phone; so cutting off someone's hand to use its embedded chip to access the victim's

personal data and other property is not a stretch.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You guys are looking and worrying about technology from years past. The microchip that will be implanted is nanotechnology and

can’t be seen with the naked eye, it also won’t be just a simple chip. Do some research on “quantum dot tattoos” - that’s where all

of this is going. Hasn’t been rolled out yet, but it’s here already.
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imagicman
Joined On 12/30/2021 9:58:19 AM
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i've seen movies where a hand is cut off to steal a briefcase with something worth stealing in it. so farfetched? no way.
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Kitera
Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, I really hate to post this but if I "were the powers that be" one identiNable group I would chip Nrst is Mercola posters. Think about it -

they are likely reading what we say and can they identify us? It would be hard to believe they cannot identify us, so we are one group to

neutralize Nrst? I say this in jest but if the predictions are true you would want to neutralize those that you cannot scare into submission

Nrst - and what better group to start with than those who have articulated criticism of the current schemes for some time.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It doesn’t work that way. They cast their net for the easy catch Nrst. Then allow those to inauence their circle, so on and so on.

They monitor groups like this but don’t waste energy suppressing, though they’ll mix in disinformation and character assassination

like they did to Mercola. Once they have the numbers on their side then the social norms follow then eventually the laws change in

their favor. Look at covid- You, we, me can see their mistakes, they’ll adjust their tactics next time. Everyone knows they can’t

control 100% there will always be outliers. Me personally, I will die an outlier, it’s been my nature my entire life at 62 my spots aren’t

changing.
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sun]owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You may be onto something.  But, i think the cabal will go after the easy sheep Nrst.  The ones who trust everything that Big

Pharma, the government and the mainstream media tells them.  These are the easy victims; the ones who got the Covid death jabs

who haven't died yet.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They tried to silence Dr Mecola already. Yes i have often thought I might one day see them coming to my door to arrest me. Like

everyone here, i have a voice and do use it, don't care who knows it.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They always tell us what they plan on doing and yet there are those who still thinks its all just a conspiracy theory. People are so naïve
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Had just read a great article on just how wise the Swedes were in not embracing the lockdown whu-au measures showing now in

retrospect how the world "should have" done the same. Now this story saying they actually had their citizens chipped. WTF!
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Makes sense, since they were so smart not to lockdown, they must be smart in taking the “mark of the beast!”  Such a psy-op!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep! Mind blowing!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

........"Already, Sweden has become more or less a cashless society. Now, this tiny implant will replace the need for debit and credit cards

all together, as well as identiNcation and keys"....... Folks, this is really a bad idea! I hope there are some people from Sweden that read

this forum. Please explain to me why this appeals to you! You have WW3 looming right around the corner. Digital currency will be dead

when the grid is taken out or when China/N.Korea send a nuke up over your satellites and takes them out (N. Korea claims to have

developed a nuke capable of taking out all the satellites over the USA). A worldwide famine and recession is also predicted within the

next 2 years.

Elon Musk says it will happen no later than 2023: thepalmierireport.com/elon-musk-predicts-a-recession-not-later-than-20..  His

prediction was this Spring, and you could argue he was right or wrong. By some experts, we are already in a recession:

www.msn.com/en-us/money/markets/former-trump-economic-adviser-warns-we..  The only reason MSM isn't saying so is because it

cuts their own throats. They have to keep the lie going. If the Jimmy Carter years is any indication then history is already repeating itself.

Everyone ran out and bought houses before interest rates got totally out of control and then the recession hit (mid-70's thru mid 80's).

What's happening today??? You can't buy a house due to so much demand. Life was much simpler back then. Most people I knew could

live on nothing and be happy. That won't happen today. The point I'm trying to make is you don't want ANYTHING they can use to track

you. If you are using this chip to make purchases then your hand/arm just became the most sought after thing you own. The enemy will

literally be cutting off people's hands for the chip and Nngerprint veriNcation. This is really a bad idea.
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JenJenJ
Joined On 6/25/2021 7:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim Bad idea you say? More like this is a dystopian horror story at its absolute worst. The beginning of The End.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jen, EXACTLY! This script came straight out of hell!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"You have WW3 looming right around the corner".  Jam, Im afraid WW3 was here a month ago when the USA and other NATO allies

sent aid, supplies, and weapons to Ukraine. Maybe WW3 started with Covid19??? Putin probably will agree with both and he

blames the USA.
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san51381
Joined On 9/15/2021 1:59:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My neice tried to pay for her merchandise at Walmart with cash and they told her they didn't accept cash! This was in a small town

in Alabama. So scary!
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pattipurk
Joined On 2/16/2011 9:34:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need not worry about taking a chip if you have put your trust and faith in Jesus Christ. When it becomes mandatory for all people to

take the "mark", God's church will be gone. Please repent, and believe in Jesus today! There is not much time left!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AMEN! I am ready!
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it's not so much that this is happening, it's that this is happening in broad daylight. The political class used to pretend that it was looking

out for our interests, that elected ovcials and bureaucracies worked for us - the people paying for them - and not the other way around.

That's no longer the case.  These people now engage in these schemes in broad daylight and some questioning the wisdom of, say, the

Swedish chip thing is treated as a conspiracy nut, even though yesterday's conspiracies have developed this habit of becoming today's

facts. The people in charge no longer say things believing you're too stupid to Ngure it out, nor do they try to hide their intentions. They no

longer care what you believe because what are you going to do about it anyway? Maybe they never cared but they no longer bother with

the pretense of considering you (us). Why? FYTW.
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betternbetter
Joined On 7/12/2016 7:56:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1) Yeah, I'll BET there's no registry!! 2) So instead of advancing technology until most of us are stupid useless eaters, LET'S STOP the

agenda. Let's go back to real living. How about organic Victory gardens for all for starters.
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since the chip is readable, does that not mean we're being bombarded with more electro magnetic pulses? Also very harmful.
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is WAAAY BEYOND DISGUSTING--!!! What kind of "human being" would think so little of humankind that they actually believe that

their fellow human beings are "useless," and "worthless," and that somehow all everyone aspires to is to get high on whatever and play

idiotic WAR GAMES on computers all day long? HOW DO WE EXPOSE THIS INSANITY BIG-TIME and HOW DO WE STOP IT BEFORE IT

REALLY GETS ROLLING?
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teachermom
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:02:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sickening, demonic in every way! Evil!
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BLUEEYESMC
Joined On 12/30/2015 7:59:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO, this is not THE mark of the beast. Just a trial run, as was the jab. Amazing to see how many dumb sheep there are around.    The anti

christ has to appear Nrst. THEN, he will turn round and show the iron Nst in the glove. We will have a choice, whether or not to take it, and

bow down and worship him. Not my household!   The church will not be wafted out of the Tribulation we go through it, and can prove

God's care of us. He that endureth to the end shall be saved. Also that time is going to be shortened for the elect. If it were not so, there

would be none living. Surrender your life to Jesus while there is time.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The anti christ is not a person but the system that is already here and in place.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/19/2022 8:58:57 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know mr wef and those like him wd love to see themselves in control of every living person and thing on the planet, but the wef??….Nrst

of all, all they are is a made up communist CLUB of technocratic CRAZIES!  They are not a government body of any sort, and really serve

ZERO PURPOSE. That m effer is never going to see his war on humanity come to anything, his clock is ticking just like everyone elses! He

only thinks he’s special but hes not. Hes going to DIE.  Just like EVERYONE else.  His billions will not save him from the grave.  And he

HATES THAT. oh well, Sorry!  And he’s just a bitter old bag of puss now anyway……f him.  Wont be long now.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM
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This makes sense from the perspective of ArtiNcial Intelligence. A better perspective is in On Waldens Pond.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off subject but here’s a company that’s supports women www.egardwatches.com/.../egard-Nlms  What is a women? Womanhood is a

birthright!
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www.thetruthseeker.co.uk  This is not gods will but that of crazy psychopaths

www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/spars-pandemic-2025-echo-chambers-vacc..  Don’t believe the mythology …..they will destroy us
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www.henrymakow.com/.../samuel9.jpg
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/ZzVziB-e_eg  Worth 5 minutes of your time!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MARK of the BEAST!
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And your handshake’s are noted. There has never been a nightmare Nlm to equal the she it we are currently trying to live through.

Hackers? Oh your digital currency is no more! There will always be bad characters, I can imagine them cutting into your hand to steal a

chip. Experimental IQ 49 BS. “When the musics over … turn out the light’s … turn out the light’s.” … Jim Morrison, Doors way back when.
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RaajSingha
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Does it mean that the Swedes are completely doomed? What I mean to say is, even if some Swedes are somehow be able to survive the

chip, they still would get completely decimated by the unruly guests they have. What is with that country? So hell bent on annihilating its

own race!! And what is with the contributors here, surprisingly no one so much as even aeetingly mention the current raging crisis the

country is going through. Look at the human chip implants in the light of that catastrophe, and you will understand why world crisis

experts say, Sweden- It is a 'gone case'.
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brodiebrock12
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only 10,000 they say in article in a country of 10 million. The size of Michigan roughly
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davidle
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These people are evil.
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mercmon
Joined On 11/15/2021 5:11:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soon to follow will be execution via microchip in order to balance world pop with planet's ability to support it. Won't need false pandemics

anymore. Oh what joy for every girl and boy!
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Joined On 4/1/2014 2:07:14 PM
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Yes, they do regard us as sheep and a nation of sheep will beget a government of wolves.
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Charla57
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the mark of the beast this is what this is
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barbaracohen1813gmail.co
Joined On 5/20/2021 3:36:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...'Better Living through Chemistry...' I remember that tag line from my childhood when DuPont was a sponsor for a TV Special or

programs...Our gullibility for convenience is what has gotten us to this very plastic world we live in. Now most of all "goods " that the

common people use and buy, from clothes to food... are plastic. Why doesn't it occur to the masses who have fallen for this Covid psyop?

They laugh and make fun of the idea of an implanted micro chip....I think their's an interview with Bill Gates himself laughing at the

absurdity of him wanting to microchip the global population...calling the alternative narrative a conspiracy theory. Can the masses still

not see behind the curtain?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The (m)asses can't even see the curtain.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah, the Disney agenda in full play and the Emperor has no clothes!!!!

😩
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Martix
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Very good post, agree with you....Dolores Cannon was so right about the near future !!!!!!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The goals of transhumanism are not to make us better people. Better people would have better minds, better spirits, better communities.

Transhumanism is all about "better" bodies, making us "better" subjects. We need a transhuman revolution that makes us and our

communities more loving, more caring, more accepting, more forgiving, not one that checks when we go to the bathroom, or if we've

eaten a forbidden substance.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"People will be useless and worthless" - how scary is that mentality on the human experience? I already see using drugs and gaming as

distractors. Just take a look at the Fentanyl epidemic (cheap and easy to produce), and can you say "Metaverse"? People will drug up, and

live in the Metaverse.
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I have nature and will never be chipped.
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I agree. If we allow these megalomaniacs to continue, two generations down the line, babies will automatically be chipped at birth,

just as we mandatorily vax every infant with a hepatitis B vaccine it’s Nrst day of life!
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Joined On 1/18/2021 3:17:30 PM
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2 questions: Realistically is there any way we can stop this when all people want are convenience because their life is so stressful and

will never put in the work to educate themselves and then protest as Ed all know our govt does what it wants since we keep lazily voting

in the same people due to name recognition? What can be done with our bank accounts now insofar as using only cash as a movement

and going to cash instead of having the essentially electronic conveniences or what does K Austin-Fitz recommend if there is ANY WAY

to protect our assets from this diabolical plan?
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To educate oneself, there must Nrst be a functional organ capable of thought. Have you ever listened to any of the ‘walking dead’?

People are segmented.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Human intelligence and creativity as designed by God inspired evolution is inNnitely more complex and valuable than the mechanistically

inspired "singularity" heralded by the World Economic Forum and the corrupt "New World Order". If you listen to their blabbering deputies

and see them photographed on stage they are reminiscent of some disgusting "college of cardinals" of a fading, rotten, hierarchy of mind

enslaved dolts. They are the ancient, corrupt establishment of conformist, low intelligence drones that must be destroyed in order for a

truly sentient and futuristic society of enlightened and free human beings to aourish. www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM
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Wow. If you read the UN's 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, (here -

sdgs.un.org/sites/default/Nles/publications/21252030%20Agenda%20for%2.. ) it sure sounds like a pure altruistic document to create

the perfect utopian world. However, they fail to state HOW they will make this happen. That is because they are spewing crap and they

know it is crap. It actually sounds ridiculous. ~~~NEW PARAGRAPH~~~ Furthermore, every single problem that they are going to Nx

"with the widest possible international cooperation" was created from the very people/organizations making these wild promises.

~~~NEW PARAGRAPH~~~ They also contradict themselves (doublespeak). In one paragraph (Para. 18) they state, "We reavrm that

every State has, and shall freely exercise, full permanent sovereignty over all its wealth, natural resources and economic activity." Then in

paragraph 30 they advise, "States are strongly urged to refrain from promulgating and applying any unilateral economic, Nnancial or trade

measures not in accordance with international law and the Charter of the United Nations that impede the full achievement of economic

and social development, particularly in developing countries." So, which is it? Are the States sovereign or under UN policy? They also

claim "prosperity" will "only be possible if wealth is shared and income inequality is addressed." Oh, really? So, the 1% are going to share

their wealth with the rest of us? Oh, I thought not.

What they are really saying is the producers/workers will be sharing their EARNED money with the consumers/nonworkers who are

entitled to it for nothing in return. Sounds like a great plan!!! Sign me up! NOT. I am NOT for Socialism and I do NOT support the UN, WEF,

NATO, WHO and so on.... I am an autonomous and sovereign being and will NOT succumb to the lies and rhetoric. I see through their

bullsh!t.
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This has been the hope of certain types for a very long time. There is a good illustration of how they would like it to be in this production

entitled Reaections and Warnings with Aaron Russo. www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 2/7/2010 10:51:00 PM
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During the Iraq war, the US experimented with mini-missiles that can target a mobile phone, the ultimate future model of which was the

in-body micro-chip. As I recall, the missile explodes a strategic distance from the target; a few metres above and a couple of metres

behind, emiting thousands of tiny darts that penetrate the body and work their way through the lymphatic system and, presumably, the

blood vessels; and Nnally lodge in multiple organs and lymph glands, wherein the victim suffers in unbearable agony for up to 12 days

before Nnally dying. An Iraqi doctor wrote about one victm, a 12 year old girl, for whom he was unable to provide pain killers, thanks to the

medicinal embargo, and he was also unable to surgically locate and remove the thousands of darts. Forget having your credit cancelled.

If you piss off the WEF, psycho Harari will ensure your last 12 days on earth will be in excruciating pain.
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TonyRyan I gave up carrying a mobile phone for exactly that reason many years ago.
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Joined On 8/3/2021 7:30:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Revelation 13:4 And they worshipped the dragon which gave power unto the beast: and they worshipped the beast, saying, Who is

like unto the beast? who is able to make war with him? 5 ¶ And there was given unto him a mouth speaking great things and

blasphemies; and power was given unto him to continue forty and two months.  

👆 👆

verse 4 to me has always appeared to

denote some type of technology aided persecution….
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They will never microchip me.
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jamsaw
Joined On 1/25/2012 9:48:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those who "can't really see" anything wrong about humans getting micro-chipped, please research "Boiling Frog Syndrome".

Environmentalists are probably already familiar with it, but to save the rest from using Google one time, here is the URL:

idioms.thefreedictionary.com/boiling+frog+syndrome
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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ya gotta watch this >>>  rumble.com/v10mnew-live-world-premiere-watch-the-water.html
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Add as Friend  Send Message

As we all (SHOULD) KNOW.......Our Military people are usually the FIRST to get EXPERIMENTED on. I have NO DOUBT that everyone who

is in (HAS BEEN in) our Armed Forces IS CHIPPED!!
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Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we don’t stop these lunatics now, they’ll be mandating implantable chips at birth!
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Now, more than ever, personal data rights and medical freedom must be amended to our state and federal constitutions!
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

l remember from years ago that the CIA had a poison pill for agents to take in case they'd been compromised. I believe the "chip" is the

same kind of thing, except it gives the government the ability to decide when a person has been compromised. eg. when a person

decides not to follow the latest government mandate.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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How is it that people will "need drugs and computer games to cope" with life if people no longer have work to do? Assuming that is what

the comment means. That seems to be an entirely illogical statement. Is it a reference to absolute mind-control and complete control of

physiological function? If anything, those of us who are unchipped will have even more work to do. As long as the mind is free, there can

always be work to do and new things to explore. Further, what are the implications of life with no movement or physical labor. Is it

desirable or even healthy? Every aspect of life involves some kind of movement.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Just minor comments. I do not understand how this hand implant would work for people who work a lot with their hands. How often have

you gotten that area of your hands blistered and bleeding, even calloused, from hard or repetitious work? Makes me think of getting an

"all-purpose" Swiss Army knife and digging it out, if ever implanted.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and once we are all traceable, we won't need police... which is the reason they are letting crime surge.
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fromseatoshiningsea
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This will be of interest to Canadians...drtrozzi.org/2022/04/19/canadian-police-for-freedom-demand-criminal-in..
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Wondered if this is the reason Sweden "didn't get hit so hard" by the plandemic.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, Americans are the worst when it comes to falling for conveniences. From TV dinners to microwaves to smart homes. The

resistance must be powerful and obvious for it to help the blind to see. Let them call the aware all the names they want. This is for keeps.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM
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A less sophisticated and brutal criminal may simply use a cutting tool to physically grab the chip making it worthwhile to access all that is

on it and since they need time to access the content they may not be so willing to let you go unharmed. There is already immediate

dangers and vulnerabilities implanting chips in limbs when the ease of access to property and assets makes the person the target rather

than the money let alone the public concern for privacy and freedoms.
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I recall hearing a couple times over the years on the news about some depraved person violently and forcibly cutting the soon-to-be born

fetus from the mother's womb. Just think how simple it would be for identity thieves to cut an ID chip from a victim...easier than Nlleting

Nsh. :-(
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There is a comment in the above article which reads:  "While many say they have no privacy fears around the current microchips...."  Well,

let me tell you something. When Hitler was an infant, there was absolutely no danger of that baby causing harm to anyone, save perhaps

biting one of his parents. Just something to chew on. . . .
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Well, we'll just have to cut it out.
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Wasn't there an old sci-N storyline about the thieves cutting off the body part that gave access to your bank account?
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ghann
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure; but I do recall a rich individual from the middle east losing a hand because his Rolex was locked. Somewhere on the west

coast … leaders of the pack, I don’t think so.
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John21601
Joined On 5/6/2021 2:06:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I now understand why anti-vaxxers are such a threat. They have the power to expose Big Pharma for the fraud it is. The ramiNcations are

breath taking. I'm wondering if the percentage of non voters in the US and the percentage of anti-vaxxers is related? The next holocaust

will be anti-vaxxers. Get ready... they ARE coming for us. And, yeah, they are coming for YOU, too!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You got it. By exposing Big Pharma is exposing the whole business, business - the Too Big To Fail Corporations have already taken

over Gov't's, & they are an arm to the Wall Street Central Banks, WEF designs. When their stated goal is to reduce the world

population by billions - They Are Coming For You - Coming For US! Truth be known, their drive to eliminate all but the "Bluest

Bloods," shows how fearful they are of Life, the World and people in it. Why else would they be driven to search out the most

remote places where peoples have existed for in some cases thousands of years, and no one would even know it if the 1% didn't go

out of their way to go bother them.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John, Im not worried. Im "locked and loaded". If they are stupid enough to come after me, Im stupid enough to defend myself. We

all have to die some day.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bring it on! Sick of watching the dumpster Nre. We have the Truth and the Light on our side.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And this includes the QR codes. If any of you haven't seen anything wrong about those yet, maybe start to wonder about yourself.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, Junie. On Easter Sunday, my mother-in-law (who is around 70 yoa) was sooooo proud that she used a QR code to pay for

her Honey Baked Ham. She said, "I just clicked on it at home and when I went to the store to pick up the ham, the girl at the register

said I already paid!" I asked her how that happened and she was not sure how they accessed her bank account, but she was

excited at the "convenience of it." I am not sure what my facial expression said, but it prompted her to ask me if I thought it was a

bad idea. She already knows how I feel about a lot of the crap that is going on now, so I just posed the question, "Do you not think it

is frightening how they were able to do that?" Utter confusion on her face.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Shannon, for pointing out what should be obvious. It's so easy to get captured by "convenience."
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shannon_Flaherty - I would have been furious if that had been me. But again the convenience wins people over. No, no and no. In

fact, I watched a tv show that stated if you use your phone and point camera at the QR code you can access our products offered.

WTH? All of this is a red aag to me. God help us.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

[they], believe, we have no power. a but Usless eaters have millions of guns and ammo, and when the attack starts,us [dmf] will shoot too

kill.Yes a fallin` planet will Nre up this foolish culture of dismiss..`cause JESUS,will come back when ready.So pay attention NOW,and it

wont cost you later.The thing that shows much foolishness is no grace of GOD,THE TRUTH WILL PREVAIL...of course this is just my

vision,with the Grace of God...Ya Ya...
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PaulVonharnish
Joined On 1/27/2015 11:30:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason the technocrats have no respect, is that you are all so gullible. Electronics technology is hyped up to be the greatest thing

since sliced toast, because most of you have absolutely no idea how the technology works. You're being hustled. Many of these alleged

sensors don't even exist in the real world and are years away from any reliable implementation. Digital systems have huge failure rates

(ask any modern auto mechanic) and most solid-state devices are vulnerable to electromagnetic interferences such as EMP events. Do

you really think these WEF types have any authority over you? What kind of pussys are you?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Really? What part doesn't exist? There were companies in the USA, as far back as 2017, implementing this already on a volunteer

bases. The company pays for the $300 implant if you agree to it!! What would be the incentive for a company to implement this?

This is a must read because it is scary! It reads word for word just like the Sweden chip implants and this is in CALIFORNIA:

www.mercurynews.com/2017/07/25/hudson-company-offers-to-implant-chips-..  .

What happens in CA usually gets implemented across the USA within 10 years. That would be 5 years from now! Here's a quote

from the chief executive of the company: ......."“Eventually, this technology will become standardized allowing you to use this as

your PASSPORT, public transit, all purchasing opportunities, etc.,” chief executive Todd Westby wrote in a blog post announcing the

program, claiming it would be the Nrst of its kind in the United States."..........  Sounds like a line straight out of Charles Schwab's

WEF handbook.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeppir, Paul you may be a bit out-of-date, please review some of the latest developments from DARPA, and also from Elon Musk,

who has been running a project for some time, implanting chips into living sheep brains? (forget the animals used - it was on

Youtube). Doubt either group wants your hands or Nngers, they ultimately want control access to human brains!.
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kj1990
Joined On 8/5/2021 4:29:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone needs to read the book of Revelation. For those of us who already follow Christ (Happy belated Easter!), we need to pray for

everyone that appreciates this article to see the connection. I don’t know how anyone can survive this evil emotionally without a

relationship with the Lord.
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imagicman
Joined On 12/30/2021 9:58:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

convenience is a 2 edged sword. like these glucose monitors that attach to the body so people can avoid Nngersticks. what they don't

mention is the ability to track people's locations 24/7. and if it's hacked could their glucose readings be altered to cause harm to that

person? i think one edge of the sword of that convenience is much sharper and more dangerous than the other.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are in this place, now, because we sold our souls for the sake of safety and convenience!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“There’s no central registry tracking how many are chipped…”  BS!!!!! They know EXACTLY how many are chipped!!
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IzzyKitty
Joined On 4/9/2020 10:54:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly! I read that and shook my head!
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